
ABLOY® SENTRY
The security solution for extreme applications



NEW PATENTED ROTATING DISC MECHANISM
The unique ABLOY detainer disc cylinder mechanism has been 

a symbol of high security and superior performance ever since 

its invention. Long lasting working life for ABLOY® SENTRY 

is based on patented improved resistance against wear and tear 

(AWS) -system. Because of the AWS the effect of wear to the 

cylinder mechanism is minimized. Its new patented functional 

features give more exact user experience.

The ABLOY® SENTRY cylinder, keys and key blanks are 

protected by patents world-wide until 2027.

Anti-Wear System symbol and “eye”are registered trademarks of Abloy Oy.

ABLOY® SENTRY

SUPERIOR MASTER-KEYING POSSIBILITIES
The design and operating principle of disc tumbler cylinder 

makes it possible to create master-key systems that ful ll 

your precise speci cations. The exceptional master-keying 

capabilities make ABLOY® SENTRY the ideal choice for 

applications where wide master-keying options as well as a 

patented cylinder system is needed.

One Key Fits All Industrial Locks
ABLOY® SENTRY locks can be keyed into the same master-key 

system using one key pro le. That means one key can open 

up all padlocks, camlocks and cabinet locks within the

application.

Upgrading Locking Environment
ABLOY® SENTRY can be retro tted to replace old cylinder 

systems. It is a very cost effective way to upgrade existing 

locking systems to our patented cylinder system.

Customised Solutions
If our standard product doesn’t  t in into your application, it 

can be customised to  t your measurements.
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KEY SECURITY
To guarantee maximum customer security, the ABLOY® SENTRY 
system offers several key pro les and  various levels of key control to 

satisfy individual security requirements. Security is also optimised 

by the vast number of key combinations available with ABLOY® 
SENTRY. Duplication of keys is always strictly controlled. In order 

to get additional ABLOY® SENTRY keys, you must have a related 

keycard. These safety measures combined with ABLOY’s reliable 

procedure  makes it safe.

FUNCTIONALITY UNDER EXTREME CONDITIONS
No weather condition is too tough for the new ABLOY® SENTRY 
cylinder. Based on rotating discs, the construction is extremely 

resistant against dirt, freezing, salt water and wear.



Industrial and municipal facilities are subjects to vandalism, 

thefts and even terrorism. Securing their activity is also socially 

important. ABLOY® SENTRY is an ideal solution whenever high 

security and resistance against wear is needed - not forgetting 

ease of use.

Abloy Oy is one of the leading manufactures of locks, locking systems and architectural hardware and the word´s leading developer of products in the � eld of electromechanical locking technology.

ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.
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